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Chapter 12 reprise v.1 - 20, #470 - 489 (end) 
 

18:55:44 AG-Scribe: namaste! please turn on your cameras while we say hello 
18:56:49 Geza & Farah: namaste gurujis...video pending… 
18:59:04 AG-Scribe: eclipse! 
19:01:39 AG-Scribe: class #30!! 
19:03:03 AG-Scribe: chapter 12 reprise 
19:04:03 AG-Scribe: Krishna Katha - talk about Bhagavan 
19:04:16 AG-Scribe: the essence of yoga 
 
19:04:31 JA chants: guru mantras 

Om ajna timirandhasya 
jnananjana shalakaya 

chakshur unmilitam yena 
tasmai shri guruveh namaha 

 
I bow to the divine guru, who, with the torchlight of knowledge, 

has forced open my eyes that were blinded by the darkness of ignorance. 
 

Om guru brahma guru vishnu 
guru devo maheshvaraha 
guru sakshat para brahma 

tasmai shri guruveh namaha 
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The guru reveals Brahma, the creator 
The guru reveals Vishnu, the preserver 
The guru reveals Shiva, the destroyer 

The guru reveals the supreme Brahman 
I offer my respects to such a divine guru. 

19:05:05 JA chants: Mantra to his Guru A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada 
 

nama om vishnu padaya krishna preshthaya bhu tale 
srimate Bhaktivedanta svamin iti namine 

I offer my respectful obeisances unto His Divine Grace A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, 
who is very dear to Shri Krishna, having taken shelter at His lotus feet. 

namas te sarasvate deve gaura vani pracharine 
nirvishesha shunyavadi pashchatya desha tarine 

Our respectful obeisances unto you, O enlightened Guru, in the service of the teachings of 
Sarasvati Gosvami. You are generously sharing the message of Chaitanya Mahaprabhu with  

Western civilization, which is currently distorted by accepting impersonal and empty 
philosophical conclusions as the ultimate truth. 

19:06:10 AG-Scribe: 7582 years ago - most of the world does not acknowledge this age when 
Krishna spoke this knowledge for humans to have a user’s manual to accompany the 
Vedic library that had been downloaded 10s of 1000s of years previously 

19:06:44 AG-Scribe: backed up with astronomical information to date the Bhagavad Gita 
19:07:01 AG-Scribe: no other civilization on the planet has the evidence of the things they said 

happened when they said they did 
19:07:31 AG-Scribe: this has been glossed over by scientists and scholars with agendas to 

prove that their civilization was "right" 
19:07:58 AG-Scribe: they were so invested in colonizing the entire world in the name of Jesus - 

not speaking against the concept of truth attributed to him but the things done in his 
name  

19:08:40 AG-Scribe: Jesus seemed like a nice guy but not so much his father - "mean old 
nobodaddy" William Blake 

19:08:54 AG-Scribe: no one else can validate the dates of their scriptures 
 
19:09:02 Sharon Hinckley: Good Evening from La Jolla, California 
 
19:09:40 AG-Scribe: needing to be right – led to self-righteousness – led to the rest being 

persona non grata 
19:10:02 AG-Scribe: colonization - we are in the aftermath of colonialism 
19:10:09 AG-Scribe: this is a decolonized Bhagavad Gita 
19:10:32 AG-Scribe: Nilesh Nilkanth Oak has presented the evidence of the dating 
19:10:51 AG-Scribe: what is the human condition into which all of this knowledge (Vedic or 

otherwise) is being given? 
19:11:06 AG-Scribe: there are 4 problems the Vedas say we experience as human beings – 

birth, death, old age and disease. everything else is just details 
19:11:29 AG-Scribe: jnana -- clears the air. all our problems are all the same 4 problems 
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19:12:13 AG-Scribe: birth – difficult, painful, messy… we have to be taken very good care of 
for a very long time. we are pretty useless until about 13-16, even 20, just for 
survival. most animals take just a few weeks until they can run away from danger 

19:12:30 AG-Scribe: we are dependent on our elders for a very long time. all the traumas of 
childhood are included as part of birth 

19:12:43 AG-Scribe: death -- who wants it?? 
19:13:03 AG-Scribe: nobody wants to die unless they’re so badly traumatized that they want it 
19:13:14 AG-Scribe: most people are struggling against it until the last second 
19:13:32 AG-Scribe: old age - definitely less fun than youth (physically at least -- irony!) 
19:13:45 AG-Scribe: why are we born in this huge deficiency?? 
19:13:54 AG-Scribe: death = mrityu 
19:14:06 AG-Scribe: amrita = not death, that which prevents it.  
19:14:19 AG-Scribe: these 4 things are our enemy. or are they our friend? 
19:14:27 AG-Scribe: and disease... covid!! ‘nuff said lol 
19:15:01 AG-Scribe: right now we are in the midst of all this chaos, misinformation, 

authoritarianism, disenfranchisement 
19:15:47 AG-Scribe: this is what the Vedic knowledge is for. to help us see clearly the very 

essence of what’s going on 
19:16:01 AG-Scribe: these 4 things ring all of our alerts and we say something is wrong 
19:16:23 AG-Scribe: one way that people come to yoga is by coming to the conclusion that 

something is wrong because of these 4 problems and they need to inquire about it 
19:16:46 AG-Scribe: we can't keep anything in the material world but it’s all we spend our life 

working for...???!!! 
19:16:58 AG-Scribe: so what can we take with us, and where are we going?? 
19:17:14 AG-Scribe: what does heaven mean?? what do you do there? what makes it 

desirable? what are we? who are we? why are we on this journey? is this a 
punishment or an adventure?? 

 
19:18:19 Sharon Hinckley: Isn’t heaven floating around on clouds playing harps? She said very 

tongue in cheek 
19:19:13 Beverly Akhurst: 😁 
 
19:18:23 AG-Scribe: everyone uses the word heaven without knowing what it means 
19:18:28 AG-Scribe: heaven = aven = oats 
19:19:18 AG-Scribe: in Scotland the oats are called aven … heaving the aven == having 

enough oats for the winter 
19:19:23 AG-Scribe: that is what heaven means!!!! = enough oatmeal 
19:19:46 AG-Scribe: what about lord?? What does it mean? 
19:19:54 AG-Scribe: halflard and halflady 
19:20:21 AG-Scribe: the halflady cooks bread and the halflard = the lord of protecting and 

handing out the bread = the landlord 
 
19:20:28 Beverly Akhurst: Lol…I was looking this up a while ago…. had to laugh 
 
19:20:37 AG-Scribe: the people are being given the bread as payment for working the field to 

the landlord and landlady - they give out the bread 
19:21:12 AG-Scribe: our father who art in heaven hallowed be thy name.... give us our daily 

bread 
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19:21:21 AG-Scribe: please give us bread – it’s all we have 
19:22:11 AG-Scribe: what we're doing here together when we study the Gita is replacing 

meaningless words with words of meaning in an attempt to get a picture of the reality 
of where we come from, where we are, where we could be going to in the future - 
getting the whole picture as if it matters to us and as though we are supposed to be 
getting it! 

19:22:35 AG-Scribe: what Bhagavan is doing with Arjuna is giving words that have meaning 
about the relationship between us and what we can't see right now 

19:22:52 AG-Scribe: veda = to allow us to see what is otherwise not visible … the answers to 
these many questions 

19:23:30 AG-Scribe: people who get ready to ask questions about their situation re birth, death, 
old age and disease - they start asking everyone questions to get answers to this 
situation... intro to Chapter 12… 

 
19:24:26 AG-Scribe: #470 

What is yoga? do we want to go to heaven? Who is the me who doesn't want birth, 
death, old age, and disease? 

 
19:25:35 Manjunath NV: We don’t want oatmeal 
19:25:48 Andrea: no not all winter long!! 
 
19:25:41 AG-Scribe: what am I going to do about it? can I take things into my own hands 

whether I leave or not? 
19:25:54 AG-Scribe: 2 kinds of people who come to yoga 
19:26:19 AG-Scribe: 1 - so frustrated and ready to quit so they are asking questions, where do 

we come from and who are we really? they no longer believe in what they see around 
them 

19:27:14 AG-Scribe: 2 - they see that what we're all doing all the time is chasing beauty. 
everything we’ve ever done was worth doing, worth chasing... we are always chasing 
something that seems to be worth having... where does the beauty come from that 
drives us crazy and makes us think that getting it is worth all the effort, even if we 
can't keep it? 

19:27:31 AG-Scribe: if birth, death, old age, and disease don't defeat us we keep chasing 
beauty. e.g., wealth – just a means to an end 

19:28:05 AG-Scribe: what if that's the ultimate philosophical question since we've been 
pursuing beauty despite birth, death, old age, and disease? 

19:28:14 AG-Scribe: and how do we pursue that beauty when we're no longer in matter? 
19:28:26 AG-Scribe: maybe its not oatmeal I want but to go where the beauty comes from 
19:28:35 AG-Scribe: 2 groups: – 1 – I’m sick and tired of this so I want to quit 
19:28:44 AG-Scribe: 2 - I don't want to quit, I want to go where beauty comes from 
19:28:58 AG-Scribe: 2 answers: Brahman and Bhagavan 
19:29:15 AG-Scribe: for now, call Brahman the white light or where the sunlight comes (not an 

entirely accurate definition) 
19:29:37 AG-Scribe: I just want to go merge into the light, where the light comes from. I’m 

sick and tired of this place and I want to just go merge and hopefully it will be 
ecstatic 

19:29:50 AG-Scribe: so Arjuna’s question in 470 ... 
19:29:58 AG-Scribe: bhaga = all the 6 beauties that we want 
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19:30:05 AG-Scribe: van = the one who has it 
19:30:10 AG-Scribe: = the source of everything that’s desirable. 
19:30:25 AG-Scribe: Bhagavan is the answer to where does beauty come from. it all originates 

in the light of Brahman 
19:31:18 AG-Scribe: or I want to go back to the light with no idea except it’s the best place to 

go, I just want to blend with it and say it's all one 
19:31:26 AG-Scribe: or I want to go to where all the beauty is from - I want to go see 

Bhagavan in person 
19:31:45 AG-Scribe: this is the question Arjuna is asking - which yogis know the truth better? 

Those who want to merge into the light and cease to exist as an individual? 
19:31:54 AG-Scribe: or those who want to go as an individual to where beauty comes from, to 

go in person where Bhagavan is? 
 
19:32:11 AG-Scribe: #471 
19:33:50 AG-Scribe: #473 

…they also Attain Me, even though all those terms in #472 were somewhat 
impersonal 

 
19:33:59 AG-Scribe: #474 

embodied = individualized 
19:34:35 AG-Scribe: nothing could be more difficult to do than to disappear and blend into the 

cosmic flashlight of Brahman since you've been an individual your whole life 
 
19:35:32 AG-Scribe: #478  

chit faculty= consciousness 
19:36:03 AG-Scribe: both of these Brahman and Bhagavan are leading us to where the light 

emerges from, back to a different realm, back to Brahman. the implication is it’s 
where we're from. 

19:36:31 AG-Scribe: dehi no smin - Ch. 2 - the dehi = the atma. this whole conversation is 
about moksha. there are 2 ways you can head to moksha 

 
#60, Ch.2 v.13 

dehino ’smin yathā dehe kaumāraṁ yauvanaṁ jarā 

tathā dehāntaraprāptir dhīras tatra na muhyati 

Just as a person grows within their deha ‘perishable body’ from childhood to youth to adulthood and 

then to old age, so at the death of the deha, their dehi ‘immortal consciousness’ migrates to another 

deha. One who understands this is not confused by these changes. 

19:37:06 AG-Scribe: if you're really frustrated with matter, you’ll just go to Brahman. if you're 
really not attached to matter you won't come back to your body when you leave here. 
inside of Brahman is Bhagavan 

19:37:20 AG-Scribe: if you can do all those non-attached things 
 
19:37:21 AG-Scribe: #479 
19:37:47 AG-Scribe: 2 things that are achintya = can't think it; inconceivable 
19:38:25 AG-Scribe: 1st achintya choice - that we are not the material matter that's been 

covering us, but we are Brahman and can go back to Brahman by letting go of all our 
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attachments to matter, turn in that direction and head back in that direction through 
meditation and the processes of yoga - all the things Krishna enumerated. 

19:38:43 AG-Scribe: 2nd achintya choice - the being who is the source of all of this is hungry 
for an intimate relationship with us, is inviting us to a tete a tete, a tryst, a love affair. 
is inviting US to a love affair, to be best friends. 

19:39:40 AG-Scribe: we find it unthinkable that a being could exist who is the source of 
everything and could be compatible with us as a lover, a beloved, someone with 
whom we can share what we've been so hungry to share with other humans 

19:40:26 AG-Scribe: even if you find the most perfect relationship here you must give it up 
because of birth, death, old age, and disease. would you like to find the love you 
were searching for and experiencing with your temporary partner here who for the 
moment was your surrogate Bhagavan? 

19:40:52 AG-Scribe: would you like to go to Bhagavan who is the all-powerful and can also be 
the all-loving, with whom we can fulfill the wish for intimacy we have expressed and 
wished for here in matter? 

19:41:17 AG-Scribe: all the things we wish. for dream of -- these dreams of living intimacy... 
everyone wishes for that!! 

19:42:18 AG-Scribe: those who have been chasing beauty – it’s beauty that keeps us here!! we 
don't want to give it up. it's beauty that we do everything for, go to work for, go to 
war for.... what if we isolate that and Bhagavan is saying only you and I can sort this 
out? you can’t bring anyone with you because its an individual sport and I want you!! 

19:42:22 AG-Scribe: Bhagavan wants our love!!! 
19:42:26 AG-Scribe: he wants it too!!! 
19:42:56 AG-Scribe: we have to forget we are falling in love with a giant, an all powerful being 
19:43:25 AG-Scribe: some humans reach the stage of frustration where all they want is to 

merge with Brahman. Bhagavan doesn't want to discourage that. 
19:43:45 AG-Scribe: but we have to get the difference between matter and not matter or we 

keep attaching to matter!!!!!!!!!!! Stop attaching to matter #1 
19:44:04 AG-Scribe: despite that inside the light appears to be the beauty 
19:44:10 AG-Scribe: we see the beauty in the gu, and we get stuck in the gu 
19:44:36 AG-Scribe: Bhagavan is teaching us yoga - unsticking from the gu and either go 

toward the great light that is Brahman or attach yourself to Bhagavan which is where 
the beauty comes from.  

19:44:40 AG-Scribe: both those people come to Me 
19:44:53 AG-Scribe: he doesn't expect everyone to understand everything here within matter. 

hey, they will still come to Me 
 
19:45:02 AG-Scribe: questions please only on this topic - cams on 
19:45:36 Q&A – Allan: Bhagavan, Brahman and the paradox of our individuality and what we 

are going to do with it. Two paths to Bhagavan - bhakti is a practice in both paths? 
The ones who are going to the light, are they pleasantly surprised to be in the 
presence of Bhagavan and all the beauty that abounds there? in this chapter he feels 
Bhagavan calling us, inviting us without rejection. we get there and we’re not just in 
some light but in the full presence of Bhagavan…? 

19:48:06 AG-Scribe: subtle question... Bhagavan is explaining himself, but he doesn't want to 
create a conflict about the reason for coming to Brahman 

19:48:58 AG-Scribe: people who want to just go to the light... have you considered that our 
individuality might be permanent and it might be where we started out? 
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19:49:40 AG-Scribe: we might think we've had all this pain and suffering because we are an 
individual. Bhagavan is saying that's alright, if you just get close enough its enough. 

19:50:11 AG-Scribe: Bhagavan is very softly saying you are after all individuals. he's allowing 
the brahmavad position and the bhakti position to stand but he is saying that his 
favorite position is the bhakti 

19:51:10 AG-Scribe: Sandi says – she had an advaitan teacher before JA and she couldn't see 
that there was form within the light when JA was trying to teach her that. there are 
forms within the transcendental. what is in the transcendental?? what is in Brahman? 
what shall we expect to see there and who is there, who lives there? 

 
19:52:10 Q&A – Manjunath: Asking about a song “bhakti sukavo mukti sukavo” -- which is 

sukha? 
19:52:47 AG-Scribe: very softly Bhagavan is trying to nudge us forward and encourage us to 

remain individuals because there's more pleasure in that than in blending into the light 
19:53:06 AG-Scribe: JA recited a poem. The essence of Vedanta - veda anta. what is the 

ultimate and final step or conclusion in moksha? 
19:53:17 AG-Scribe: the seen (the seeing?) 
19:54:09 AG-Scribe: scene 
19:54:17 AG-Scribe: seer seen and seeing make it three 
19:54:33 AG-Scribe: long before we ever sought to see him 
19:54:40 AG-Scribe: Vedanta--you must explain the individual! & what are they here learning? 
19:55:07 AG-Scribe: the existential position of being an individual needs to be explained. were 

you born an individual or a group? 
19:55:46 AG-Scribe: let go of the matter. Yes, it’s been torquing us but drop the matter and 

there is Brahman and there is He. He wants US as the individual. he doesn't want us 
dropping our identity 

19:56:02 AG-Scribe: that’s what he's hungry for. he can't wait to embrace us, dance with us 
19:56:32 AG-Scribe: how can I dance with the giant being who is the source of everything??? 

yes, its achintya. unthinkable 
19:58:05 AG-Scribe: don't work to feed your family etc. work for him. Krishna is encouraging 

us (through Arjuna) to go direct. no intermediary, no priest mediating, telling us we 
are not qualified. we are designed for this, it is our very nature 

 
19:58:10 AG-Scribe: #480 
19:58:44 AG-Scribe: if it seems too complicated, pull back and see yourself as the atma. stop 

being attached to everything you do. the rest will clear itself up 
 He has been inserting himself as the object of all actions 
 
19:58:51 AG-Scribe: #481 
20:00:09 AG-Scribe: the problem is we keep going back to matter like an addict and go back to 

it to get our hit of pleasure - the phala - we expect - the fruit, thinking it’s going to 
make us feel better. so go into withdrawal - complete detachment from the phala, the 
fruit of action. don't wallow in it, don't be for it or against it. this brings us to shanti 

20:00:45 AG-Scribe: mistranslation, shanti not = peace! shanti is you’re now neutral in relation 
to matter. no attachment to matter = shanti. it's peaceful but not in the same way. we 
are not bought into matter as the final source of our pleasure = the phala 

 
20:00:53 AG-Scribe: #482 
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20:01:19 AG-Scribe: #483... priya alert!! 
20:02:04 AG-Scribe: priya - not exactly beloved 
20:02:54 AG-Scribe: = in a situation that felt loving - the way you felt, the way you saw them 

and only saw beauty, the awe in which you were inspired to be of service to them... 
all encompassed in priya == free 

20:03:04 AG-Scribe: no longer in bondage to matter, no longer conscribed by it == moksha, 
priya 

20:03:19 AG-Scribe: what happens when all of our attachment to matter that has been there for 
1000s of births… 

20:03:35 AG-Scribe: watch yourself go do something material and watch how you get upset 
and frustrated when it doesn't go how you want. that’s the phala 

20:03:46 AG-Scribe: don't get upset in that moment - instead reach for Bhagavan 
20:04:03 AG-Scribe: always hold him in one hand while you're playing with matter with the 

other hand = karma yoga. Not doing it for the fruit. that’s the moksha, the freedom. 
But it’s not the license to do whatever you want within matter. 

20:05:04 AG-Scribe: moksha is no longer needing matter in order to exist. no longer defining 
yourself as matter but being the atma to such a degree that the beauty we see 
reflected in matter we now see that it is a reflection of Bhagavan in matter. all of that 
beauty we were seeing within matter we see is an angle of Bhagavan reflected in 
prakriti.  

20:05:26 AG-Scribe: We grabbed ahold of it and thought finally we were connected to the 
beauty but that’s the gu. The gu locks us in bondage to matter and then the cycle of 
repeated birth and death follows. 

 
20:05:36 AG-Scribe: #484 
20:07:14 AG-Scribe: very unexpected… if on the one hand you're kind to everyone and you’re 

no longer afraid of being here, and you’re not addicted to any material enjoyment, not 
envious of the possessions of others, and not disabled by the effects of material 
distress… this is the codex of yoga. This is how yoga is practiced. We monitor our 
self in the context of the world, and we see them as suffering 

 
20:07:17 AG-Scribe: #485 
20:08:23 AG-Scribe: this is a real turnabout. Bhagavan is the one madly in love with us, and 

what makes us attractive is that we are no longer clinging to matter 
20:08:27 AG-Scribe: we’re holding onto matter… "my precious"= kripana, like Golum. That is 

our insanity - believing this will finally make me happy. we've been shown it, but we 
have not been shown the alternative. 

20:09:03 AG-Scribe: this is where Bhagavan is using the priya word 
 
20:09:09 AG-Scribe: #486 
20:09:53 AG-Scribe: this is not what we were expecting... 
20:10:57 AG-Scribe: don't get caught in everyone’s drama! participate but don't get lost. don't 

get stuck in their gu. then Krishna becomes so attracted to us he doesn't know what 
to do with himself!! if you only knew that I can't help myself, I fall in love with you 
as soon as you’re not preoccupied with unconscious gu 

20:11:15 AG-Scribe: as soon as I see you drop the gu-- raise your hands -- if you do that I can't 
resist!!! 

20:11:24 AG-Scribe: hands up!!! 
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20:11:45 AG-Scribe: you can disagree and not do it... but but but… 
20:11:58 AG-Scribe: or … okay Bhagavan I got it, you and me! 
 
20:12:27 AG-Scribe: #487 
20:12:43 AG-Scribe: #488 
20:13:40 AG-Scribe: he's not saying walk away from matter now!! 
20:14:14 AG-Scribe: he's saying ya, keep on with the karma yoga, but don't get attached to the 

matter, release it right then while you’re working with it. neti neti. one more task to 
do while you’re doing anything else 

20:14:28 AG-Scribe: let go if it the second something is not going how you want it to go 
20:14:51 AG-Scribe: this is achintya. unthinkable. inconceivable that Bhagavan loves us 
20:16:12 AG-Scribe: we are twisted as humans - the orbits of the world have twisted us = 

vrittis. yogas chit vritti nirodha (yoga removes the vrittis from the chit). 
 
20:16:22 AG-Scribe: 4 core verses Ch. 10 v. 8-11 
 
20:16:32 Abhilash Nambiar: I memorized them 

Andrea: thumbs up Abhilash 
 
FOUR CORE VERSES CH. 10 V. 8-11, #380-383 

ahaṁ sarvasya prabhavo mattaḥ sarvaṁ pravartate 

iti matvā bhajante māṁ budhā bhāvasamanvitāḥ 

 

maccittā madgataprāṇā bodhayantaḥ parasparam 

kathayantaś ca māṁ nityaṁ tuṣyanti ca ramanti ca 

 

teṣāṁ satatayuktānāṁ bhajatāṁ prītipūrvakam 

dadāmi buddhiyogaṁ taṁ yena mām upayānti te 

 

teṣām evānukampārtham aham ajñānajaṁ tamaḥ 

nāśayāmy ātmabhāvastho jñānadīpena bhāsvatā 

 

I am the source of everything; from Me the entire creation flows. Knowing this, the wise adore Me with 

all their hearts. 

Their thoughts dwell in Me, their lives are surrendered unto Me, and they derive great satisfaction and 

bliss enlightening one another and conversing about Me. 

To those who are constantly devoted and adore Me with purest love, I give the understanding by which 

they may come to Me. 

Out of compassion for them, I, who am dwelling within their hearts, destroy the darkness born of 

ignorance with the shining lamp of knowledge. 
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20:18:50 AG-Scribe: it is the intimacy interwoven in the Bhagavad Gita in the midst of the 
philosophy of explaining what we are not and how the realm around us can be 
viewed so we are not lost in it and misidentify it as our self 

20:19:16 AG-Scribe: it is a process of maturing that takes us an inconceivably long time, many 
many births, so much patience 

20:19:38 AG-Scribe: we are supposed to see all of us as here on an amazing adventure, and all 
of us are lost 

20:20:22 AG-Scribe: we begin by seeing ourselves as the atma, an immortal being who cannot 
die. correctly reframe and establish our individuality 

20:21:29 AG-Scribe: we have mostly surrendered to other humans and this is not the path of 
yoga. First, become the atma. know that for sure. reclaim that until you know it was 
you who chose to come on this adventure, you have been through all the species, you 
can stay here as long as you want. dive back in if you want and do what you want 
within matter 

20:21:39 AG-Scribe: but the more you associate with matter the more you become covered in 
darkness 

20:21:55 AG-Scribe: the more you understand yourself as a being of Brahman, the more you 
can become a light that can't be extinguished 

20:22:13 AG-Scribe: you begin to be able to withstand the situations that have otherwise been 
tragic 

20:23:02 AG-Scribe: you have to get you back. then you are unbreakable, uncuttable, can't be 
killed etc. 

20:23:11 AG-Scribe: and you see every living entity as an atma 
20:23:48 AG-Scribe: namaste mudra. you see everyone as the atma and there's nothing you 

need from them. on the contrary, you serve Bhagavan by serving them 
20:25:31 AG-Scribe: we are watching warriors in the Mahabharata and Bhagavad Gita because 

we will be pushed to the extreme in this world. some of us may actually be serving as 
warriors. others may be handling money and need integrity. others may be growing 
food and have to maintain their integrity etc. everyone needs to be this way. never 
hurt anyone. be in service to others. 

20:26:01 AG-Scribe: a yogi sees one and all as atmas, worthy of respect, amazing beings on a 
journey of their own choosing just like ourselves 

20:26:07 AG-Scribe: this is yoga. stabilizing that platform 
20:26:23 AG-Scribe: when you become stable like that Bhagavan is able to show us his love 

without overwhelming you. 
20:26:39 AG-Scribe: he’s not upset with people who want to go to Brahman first/only 
20:26:54 AG-Scribe: you can go there as long as you want but you can't extinguish yourself as 

the atma. 
20:27:05 AG-Scribe: we are "trapped" as immortal beings 
20:27:08 AG-Scribe: there is no suicide 
20:28:08 AG-Scribe: even if everyone else around us goes completely insane… we have to be 

an example for everyone else. we can't force them because they are individuals. they 
are already beloveds of Bhagavan 

20:28:22 AG-Scribe: this chapter deals with all of the philosophical lineages in India 
20:28:26 AG-Scribe: yes, we are all one 
20:28:53 AG-Scribe: you can say - jai Bhagavan! 
20:29:04 AG-Scribe: maybe they will ask what is the difference between Bhagavan and 

Brahman? 
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20:29:32 AG-Scribe: what we’ve called beauty within matter exists originally inside Brahman 
and according to the veda it’s a realm of beauty where everyone gets what they 
originally wanted within matter 

20:29:37 AG-Scribe: there's no limit to the beauty, the ecstasy 
20:29:47 AG-Scribe: why are we so hungry for it and can never get as much as I want 

finally??? 
20:30:07 AG-Scribe: if you get to Brahman first, the light is bright. you might forget all your 

questions for a little while, but someday they will arise again because you are an 
individual 

20:30:17 AG-Scribe: there is Brahman and Bhagavan, the intermediate term is Paramatma 
20:30:25 AG-Scribe: “Brahman iti Paramatma iti Bhagavan iti shadyate” 
20:30:58 AG-Scribe: Paramatma is Brahman and Bhagavan pervading everything within matter 

and every being at the core of its individual existence. every atom has Paramatma at 
the centre. all of us has Paramatma riding along with us in our heart 

20:31:37 AG-Scribe: shabdyate - this is heard of through shabda - divine sound from Brahman - 
downloads from the Brahman realm that were given to rishis but sometimes Bhagavan 
comes in person 

20:31:52 AG-Scribe: the Bhagavad Gita is the summary of all the knowledge 
20:32:26 AG-Scribe: you will start to behave as the atma for longer and longer periods of time 

without forgetting, and you will start chanting mantras 
20:32:36 AG-Scribe: the sound vibration of various aspects of Brahman 
20:32:58 AG-Scribe: they appear material, but they are in fact Brahman. and it is the easiest 

yoga – mantras. They restore our nature as the atma, then we are immune 
20:33:31 AG-Scribe: immunization lol!!! have you been vaccinated?? 
20:33:59 AG-Scribe: mantras are the ultimate injection! 
 
20:33:59 Kate Young: can we get that in a passport? lol 
20:34:08 Andrea: mantra passport! 
 
20:34:25 AG-Scribe: the basis of yoga is to set everyone free. be autonomous and live this 
20:34:54 AG-Scribe: be the atma. really reach for Bhagavan. everything we do sparkles and 

illuminates 
20:35:47 AG-Scribe: Bhagavan says -- don't fight the beauty. It’s the attachment that is the 

problem, not the beauty. If you don't see the beauty, how will you know your true 
nature?? you can see it in the people around you 

20:37:23 AG-Scribe: and we have to deal with all of our and our beloveds’ material/bodily 
challenges. the older we get, the less pleasant it will be to be around us. it gets messy 
but we are still the atma 

20:37:57 AG-Scribe: this is the most precious gift that anyone can give you 
20:39:06 AG-Scribe: being shown to us in the midst of a battle -- we should be able to hold 

this through the most difficult material challenges and not let the world overtake us 
20:40:03 AG-Scribe: all of us have moments where nothing goes right… it’s chaotic, or our 

body starts to fall apart. but this is about not losing YOU when what is not you 
doesn't do what is expected 

20:40:33 AG-Scribe: nothing we love more than the company of fellow yogis because each one 
shows us another aspect of Bhagavan 

20:41:06 AG-Scribe: do what’s necessary, but none of it sticks to you because you don't believe 
that matter can stay with you no matter what you do 
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20:42:00 AG-Scribe: go through the world holding the focus of being priya to Bhagavan. 
20:42:09 AG-Scribe: others who are too will recognize it and the rest won't notice 
20:42:51 AG-Scribe: don't make it complicated. 
 
20:43:02 AG-Scribe: #489 
20:43:53 AG-Scribe: one who is priya is free 
20:44:05 AG-Scribe: Jai Bhagavan 
 
20:44:17 AG-Scribe: questions - cams on! 
 
20:45:35 Q&A – Hana: aham brahmasmi -- I say it instead of aham kara, but if I say aham 

brahmasmi, aren't I going to go to Brahman, not Bhagavan?? 
20:46:50 AG-Scribe: we go back and forth between Brahman and prakriti. prakriti is composed 

of 8 separated material energies – earth, water, fire, air, space, manas (= thinking, 
feeling, willing, memory), buddhi (discernment between what is Brahman and what is 
matter, and discernment within matter), and ahamkara 

20:47:10 AG-Scribe: in order to enter matter, you have to say ahamkara. we begin our journey 
within matter at the lowest species and all the way up until human. 

20:47:46 AG-Scribe: 8 million species. each of these are classrooms divinely made by 
Bhagavan, designed by the intelligence of Bhagavan. each birth adds to our IQ in 
every species. then 400,000 human species according to the veda and we work our 
way up through that 

20:48:14 AG-Scribe: as you get to graduate school you begin to realize you are not the matter 
because it comes and goes 

20:49:07 AG-Scribe: you start to realize that aham is not necessarily the matter but you're not 
sure what aham is because knowledge has to come from outside of prakriti in order to 
reach us. that's what a guru is -- someone who is a carrier of the Brahman reality that 
was downloaded into matter and now able to share it and share the experience of 
Brahman, not just as an intuition of what I’m not but what I am 

20:49:22 AG-Scribe: when you realize you came from there then you say aham brahmasmi 
20:49:36 AG-Scribe: but the final stage of Brahman awareness is “jivera svarupaya niter 

krishnadas” -- my true identity (jiva), my true form (svarupa) is to be an immortal 
being (nitya) in the loving service of Bhagavan (krishnadas). Not because something 
needs to be done, but because within Brahman the pure doing is the highest 
fulfillment of what doing promised within matter but couldn't deliver. 

20:50:27 AG-Scribe: ahamkara is the subtlest energy of matter, and without knowing it, when 
our atma comes in and gets covered with ahamkara we say to our self, I am matter 
and we don't get free of this misunderstanding until we live as aham brahmasmi 

20:50:59 AG-Scribe: on the approach to being ready to know Brahman, we begin to doubt we 
are matter. This is the stage when you are now susceptible to this knowledge. until 
then you are just within matter, having the experience of it. 

 Bahunam janmanamante… 
 
#299, Ch.7 v.19 

bahūnāṁ janmanām ante jñānavān māṁ prapadyate 

vāsudevaḥ sarvam iti sa mahātmā sudurlabhaḥ 

After many, many births in pursuit of divine knowledge, one finally surrenders unto Me alone, saying: 
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Vasudeva sarvam iti ‘Vasudeva is the vast source of all and is everything’. Such a mahatma is very rare. 

20:51:47 AG-Scribe: after many births in pursuit of material experience – aham kara – one 
finally comes to the conclusion, aham brahmasmi and that everything comes from 
Bhagavan. When you realize that, you become a mahatma. 

 
20:53:32 Q&A/Comment – Allan: Some of his reflections upon this class… I am the atma. I am 

losing the gu, and I am bhaktiman. Does a woman say bhaktiwoman lol? 
AG-Scribe: Man comes from manas and manu, it does not mean the masculine. It’s 
the abbreviation of manushya -- we are mind-kind or manas-kind. Mind-kind isn’t 
really correct. There are 4 characteristics of manas that make us manas-kind – 
thinking, feeling, willing and memory. 
The Bhagavad Purana goes more into this -- that a civilization not connected to the 
male and female aspects of the ultimate reality is sadly deficient in its understanding. 

.  
20:55:00 Sandi asks: how has this knowledge been affecting you this past week as you've been 

meditating upon it? 
 
20:56:59 Q&A/Comment – Kate: Struggling with the absolute language and reaching “priya,” 

being self-critical  
20:57:13 AG-Scribe: We are even more priya than we can imagine though we can be our own 

worst critics! Don’t denigrate yourself… Use discernment, the neti neti, the jnana 
yoga = a self-correction in the buddhi faculty. 

20:57:24 AG-Scribe: Step by step we become more observant and the gunas become more 
steady and we see the not-self coverings. We see them functioning and trying to 
replace our consciousness, trying to be not-atmic. 

20:58:16 AG-Scribe: Be not fault-finding but guna-finding, dosha-finding. See how matter 
drags us, notice it, learning how to let go of that which was dragging us and not let 
our self be dragged by it. Slow and gradual process of buddhi and bhakti.  

20:59:12 AG-Scribe: Kate = humility!!! We are all recovering from our vrittis. 
20:59:26 Beverly Akhurst: 💚 

 
21:00:48 Q&A – Manjunath: Ch. 10 v. 10 - does Bhagavan actually take note when we receive 

this knowledge?? 
21:02:45 AG-Scribe: we now actually understand how user-friendly the situation is. not 

knowing we are in training to be our true self. Self-abdication is not the true process. 
it's reaffirmation of our true nature. what we need all the time is a way to associate 
with Bhagavan that isn't too obtrusive or difficult to integrate into our daily life. It’s 
not to give up matter or give up our daily life. You can improve the situation in this 
realm by the way that you live, and the matter won't stick to you. 

21:02:46 AG-Scribe: use mantra! 
 
21:04:14 JA chants:  

om shri ram narayana vasudeva 
govinda vaikuntha mukunda krishna 

shri keshava anantha nashringa vishnu 
mam trahi samsara bujanga dashtam 

 
21:05:29 Sharon Hinckley: Feeling my spine getting straighter while Jeffrey chants 
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21:06:55 VASA - Jeffrey Armstrong: Keshava - means Krishna with beautiful hair 
21:07:07 AG-Scribe: calling out to various of Bhagavan’s names like nourishing food, vitamins 

of love, wisdom and understanding that we’re hungry for, we are calling out for. 
The last line -- oh please help me! I am trapped in the coils of a boa constrictor, an 
anaconda called samsara. I am wrapped and trapped in the coils of the snake of time 
and the twisted energies of prakriti. O all these names of Bhagavan - I feel so caught 
and trapped! Please free me from those coils, free me from that which is not in my 
best interest or anyone else’s. 

21:07:18 AG-Scribe: O Bhagavan, please don't leave me alone 
21:07:54 AG-Scribe: I know I told you to go away, or I went away … I’m back. please free me 

from the coils of samsara 
21:08:32 AG-Scribe: Jai Bhagavan 
 
21:08:35 Andrea/Sandi: Jai guruji 
21:08:38 Sharon Hinckley: Thank you 
21:08:43 Sharon Hinckley: Good night 
21:09:22 Beverly Akhurst: Good night. Jai Guruji! 
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